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CHANTILLY - 18 November 

Race 1 

1. GOLDSTONE - Hard to fancy after 75L defeat at Compiegne 40 days ago. 

Best watched. 

2. HALLO WIEN - 8L sixth in this level at Compiegne three weeks ago. Could 

sneak a place. 

3. BREVILLE - 4L fifth in better company at Saint-Cloud earlier this month. 

Should make presence felt. Top chance. 

4. AMAZONYA - 2L fifth in class 3 at Lyon-la-Soie last month. Others preferred. 

5. YOU'RE BEAUTIFUL - Four modest efforts since returning. Needs 

improvement to feature. 

6. HOLBOX - 1L winner at Longchamp 2000m last month in this grade. Solid 

each-way option. 

7. VESPAMAN - 2L fifth at Deauville AW 1900m last month. May appreciate 

the extra distance. 

8. SPIRIT OF LIBERTY - Down the filed in this company at Deauville a month 

ago. Readily dismissed. 

9. OUISTREHAM - Yet to place in three AW runs. Others have more obvious 

claims. 

10. AYANA - Two heavy defeats since returning. Prepared to overlook. 

11. MAXISHINE - 1L fourth in weaker company was a return to form but needs 

more to figure. 

12. IZAKAYA - Yet to win in 12 starts but a place contender on best form to 

date. 

13. HODENG - Down the field in recent outings suggests a minor role likely. 

14. CLEAR MAN - 27L defeat at Durtal 2000m 17 days ago. Best ignored. 

15. COOKILAYONE - Neck runner-up in Lyon-la-Soie handicap over 2400m 

earlier this month. Others have more convincing profiles. 

16. SHARQI - 25L defeat a month ago offers little hope of being involved. 
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Summary 

BREVILLE (3) performed with credit when 4L fifth in a stronger handicap at 

Saint-Cloud. Can improve to make her presence felt. Rates a top chance. 

VESPAMAN (7) was only beaten 2L at Deauville on latest outing. Set to build 

on that up in trip. Include. HOLBOX (6) scored in this grade and boast solid 

each-way claims. HALLO WIEN (2) could be in the mix for a place on best form. 

Selections 

BREVILLE (3) - VESPAMAN (7) - HOLBOX (6) - HALLO WIEN (2)  
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Race 2 

1. SAQR - 1L runner-up in this grade over course and distance on second start 

since resuming. Strong chance. 

2. CARIBOU - Improved to win two novice events in the UK. Steps up in 

distance and grade.  

3. MIDTOWN - Impressive 9L winner in Saint-Cloud maiden on debut. Leading 

contender for top trainer. 

4. SLEDGE HAMMER - Fair second in good quality Baden-Baden 1400m 

contest a month ago. Each-way opportunity. 

5. BEST LIGHTNING - Progressive in two Strasbourg successes at this trip. 

Interesting up in grade but place role likely. 

6. MISS LOUNA - Neck fourth at this level three starts ago. Could be a place 

contender. 

7. PHAIDRA - Nose runner-up in Compiegne 1400m maiden three weeks ago. 

Needs to take a further step forward. 

8. TAKACHIHO - 2L maiden success at this venue after resuming five days 

ago. Needs to progress in this company. 

Summary 

MIDTOWN (3) produced an impressive 9L success on first start at Saint-Cloud 

over 1500m. Set to enjoy second outing and confirm the promise on his debut 

effort. Leading role likely for a top trainer. SAQR (1) was only 1L behind the 

winner in this grade last time. May improve on third outing this campaign. 

CARIBOU (2) looks progressive following two novice wins in the UK. Not to be 

underestimated. MISS LOUNA (6) might be one for the placings. 

Selections 

MIDTOWN (3) - SAQR (1) - CARIBOU (2) - MISS LOUNA (6)  
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Race 3 

1. THE CHAMP - Beaten 36L on last start at Compiegne but could have more 

to offer dropped in class. 

2. FRY - Needs to improve on recent claiming form to enter calculations. 

3. ARTISAN DE PAIX - 28L defeat at Compiegne last month doesn't inspire 

confidence. 

4. SILVER PALM - Down the field in a 2000m Divonne maiden in September. 

Readily dismissed. 

5. CAPITELLO - 2L third at claiming level latest a month ago at Lyon La Soie. 

Unlikely to threaten the principles. 

6. THANIELLA - 2L third in better company two starts ago reads well. Each-

way credentials. 

7. ARGENTINE - Yet to convince in four outings. Opposed. 

8. OSER - 2L third in stronger AW 2100m handicap at this track earlier this 

month. Key player. 

9. ORPANAMA DAVIS - Needs to take a step forward following a close second 

in claiming company ten days ago. 

10. BELLA AMARILLA - 2L sixth in Lyon-la-Soie AW handicap on previous 

start. Unexposed and could sneak a place. 

11. DREAM FOR ALL - 4L fourth two starts ago offers promise at this level. 

Keep in mind. 

12. SUNSET LOVER - Two heavy defeats on last two outings. Look elsewhere. 

13. LLOYD - Not progressing this campaign. Others preferred. 

14. AGNOSTIC - 7L fifth in a similar contest at this venue end of September. 

Capable of putting best foot forward. 

15. SINGAPOR RIENTA - Needs to improve on 8L ninth at this track last month 

to be a factor. 

16. CARISSIMA AMANDA - Yet to place in six starts. Opposed. 
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Summary 

OSER (8) finished 2L behind the winner in a better AW contest here last month. 

Looks a strong chance in this easier affair. Key player. BELLA AMARILLA (10) 

was not beaten far in a Lyon-la-Soie AW handicap. Could make his presence 

felt with the potential of improvement to come. Amongst the placings. 

AGNOSTIC (14) proved consistent prior to a 5L seventh latest. In the frame on 

best form. THANIELLA (6) holds each-way credentials among this company. 

Selections 

OSER (8) - BELLA AMARILLA (10) - AGNOSTIC (14) - THANIELLA (6)  
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Race 4 

1. ZOFIO FLORENTINO - 36L defeat over this trip on debut three weeks ago. 

Readily opposed. 

2. WISHUPONASTAR - 3L fourth in class 1 event at Lyon-Parilly earlier this 

month. Hard to beat back in this level. 

3. FIGHTING DON - Down the field in two UK handicaps this season. Hard to 

recommend. 

4. ORTHOS - Beaten out of sight on debut. Readily opposed. 

5. SPOTLIGHT - Hard to envisage him being involved following 24L defeat in 

May. On return. 

6. CIPANGO - Outclassed in class 2 Angers 2300m contest but ought to have 

a decent each-way chance down at this level. 

7. ANIMAL FEVER - Second on last four starts including at Compiegne 1600m 

on return last month. Shortlisted.  

8. ASPASIA - 18L defeat on second start at this level. Unlikely to pose a threat. 

9. SHALLGOUDA AGAIN - 2L runner-up in Pornichet 1700m maiden last 

month. Every chance of building on that good effort. 

10. CARMELITE - 9L seventh at Compiegne over 1600m on debut. Needs 

sharp progress to play a part. 

11. DISTANT GODDESS - Fair efforts in three UK starts. Needs to resume in 

best form to be amongst the placings. 

12. REVOLTOSA - 6L eighth on third outing. Others have more obvious claims. 

13. BELLE STREAM - Unraced Fountain Of Youth filly. Best watched. 

Summary 

WISHUPONASTAR (2) was 3L fourth in a stronger contest at Lyon-Parilly. Top 

chance to triumph eased into this level. ANIMAL FEVER (7) is ultra consistent. 

Finished second on four occasions in a row. May strip fitter for latest effort at 

Compiegne and rates highly. SHALLGOUDA AGAIN (9) can progress following 

an improved effort in a Pornichet maiden. Each-way option. CIPANGO (6) is 

one to keep on side dropping in grade. 
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Selections 

WISHUPONASTAR (2) - ANIMAL FEVER (7) - SHALLGOUDA AGAIN (9) - 

CIPANGO (6)  
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Race 5 

1. GREEN VIEW - Struggled into seventh at this level three starts ago and 

unlikely to trouble the principles. 

2. TOULPAR - 4L fifth in this grade at Le Croise Laroche three weeks ago. One 

for the placings. 

3. NEELAKURINJI - 3L sixth in this grade at Lyon-la-Soie over 1800m. Extra 

distance may help. 

4. ULAN - Entitled to strip fitter after down the field effort on turf here last month. 

Improvement needed. 

5. BRIGHT CRESCENT - Takes an ease in company following modest efforts 

this term. Unlikely to threaten. 

6. BAMCALYB - Regressive form since October including 10L defeat three 

weeks ago. Others more reliable. 

7. PLACE PASDELOUP - Two heavy defeats this year suggest a minor role 

likely. 

8. RAJASTARE - Nose winner at Deauville (AW) over 1900m last month. Up 

in grade but could make the frame. 

9. MYKLACHI - Beaten out of sight in previous two runs in this grade. Look 

elsewhere. 

10. FOFO - Okay form at this level but needs progress to feature in the finish. 

11. RUUDJE - 2L runner-up in a similar contest at Compiegne 2400m three 

weeks ago following AW win four outings back. Strong contender. 

12. THE LAST SPIRIT - Moderate form this campaign but all three career wins 

have come on this surface. Don't discount. 

13. DIRTY DOZEN - Heavy defeats in previous two outings at this level. 

Prepared to overlook. 

14. AFRICAN FABLE - 22L defeat in September at Compiegne over 1800m 

suggest a minor role is likely. 

15. NEW FIREBIRD - Haavy defeat at Strasbourg last month. Needs to find 

improvement to feature. 
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16. FONTENAY - 6L 11th at Deauville 1900m AW last month. Needs sharp 

progress on second run since absence. 

Summary 

RUUDJE (11) was 2L behind the winner in a similar event at Compiegne. This 

previous AW winner boasts confidence and rates a strong contender. 

RAJASTARE (8) is up in grade following a nose win at Deauville over 1900m. 

Could have more to offer and is respected. NEELAKURINJI (3) produced a 3L 

sixth among this company at Lyon-la-Soie in an 1800m contest. May appreciate 

this extra distance. THE LAST SPIRIT (12) might perform better back on her 

favoured AW surface. 

Selections 

RUUDJE (11) - RAJASTARE (8) - NEELAKURINJI (3) - THE LAST SPIRIT 

(12)  
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Race 6 

1. WOW - 8L eighth at this level on turf here last month. Return to AW could 

spark improvement. 

2. ON THE SEA - 1L fourth in better company two starts ago indicates a bold 

show is within his grasp. 

3. KENBAIO - Takes a big drop in class following tame recent efforts. Don't 

underestimate. 

4. ALFIERI - 5L eighth in a Longchamp 1400m class 2 last month. Each-way 

option dropped into this level. 

5. COME SAY HI - Two heavy defeats in better company. Ease in grade ought 

to help but minor role likely. 

6. MALAAW - 7L defeat in better company at Longchamp 437 days ago. Ease 

in grade should suit on return. Shortlisted. 

7. NUMERION - 10L eighth in Cologne 1600m when last seen 157 days ago. 

Hard to recommend following absence. 

8. ART PREMIER - Consistent this term including 2L sixth in Deauville 1300m 

AW claimer a month ago. Could fight for a placing. 

9. TROISCENTSEPT - Sixth in class 3 claimer at this track last month. Has 

ability but inconsistent. 

10. FILM - Beaten out of sight here last month. Ease in class ought to help but 

needs improvement. 

11. CLOUD DANCER - 10L fifth in this grade at Le Croise Laroche earlier this 

month. Minor role likely. 

12. DIONETTE - Three down the field runs to date. Easily dismissed. 

13. PEDRO STAR - Holds each-way claims on consistent form this campaign. 

14. SOMETASTE - 3L sixth on return earlier this month. Strong each-way 

claims if able to build on that effort. 

15. WINDIGO - Unraced Joshua Tree gelding. Best watched unless strong 

market support. 

16. HEADS TOGETHER - 5L sixth at Angers 2000m nine days ago does not 

look up to the likely level required to win. 
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17. GEMMA BLU - 9L eighth returning to action last month over 1500m at 

Deauville. Needs sharp progress. 

Summary 

ALFIERI (4) produced a 5L eighth in a Longchamp class 2 event. Drop in class 

could lead to progress this time. Strong contender. MALAAW (6) was another 

who raced at Longchamp previously. A 7L defeat in better company reads well 

in the context of this and is included returning to action following an absence. 

Keep on side. SOMETASTE (14) was a fair sixth on comeback. Respect if 

stripping fitter on second start. KENBAIO (3) cannot be underestimated taking 

a big drop in class. 

Selections 

ALFIERI (4) - MALAAW (6) - SOMETASTE (14) - KENBAIO (3)  
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Race 7 

1. TROILUS - Head runner-up in Deauville AW 1300m claimer a month ago. 

Set to fight for a place. 

2. HARLAN - Eased in class following 10L tenth on turf here last month. 

Capable of progress. 

3. TEPEKA - Needs sharp improvement following 25L defeat on turf 1200m 

here last month. Others preferred. 

4. ANFRATI - Won at claiming level four outings back but shouldn't be a factor 

in this company. 

5. ALLUCINATION - 8L third in a 1300m handicap at Longchamp three weeks 

ago doesn't inspire this time. 

6. SPRING STREET - 1L third over course and distance last month. Open to 

progress and each-way claims. 

7. MADEMOISELLE EMMA - Nose runner-up at Clairefontaine last month. 

Needs to progress switched into a handicap but plausible. 

8. KENZYDANCER - 15L defeat in recent claimer doesn't bode well on 

comeback. Opposed. 

9. MY PREMIER COUNTY - Beaten 27L at this course over 1200m last month. 

Needs sharp progress. 

10. TWO THANK YOUS - 3L sixth in course and distance event last month. 

One for the placings. 

11. MAGIC VATI - Impressive 3L scorer over track and trip last month. Key 

player. 

12. ANTICS DEALER - 14L fifth in Longchamp 1300m handicap last month. 

Hard to recommend. 

13. HAVANA BOUND - 2L fourth in course and distance handicap last month. 

Each-way claims. 

14. MA DECLARATION - Ran below expectations at Longchamp three weeks 

ago but was in the mix in similar contests previously. Don't underestimate. 

15. LA PENTOLA - Down the field in Longchamp handicap last month. Others 

preferred. 
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16. GALLOON - Needs to strip fitter for heavy defeat on comeback run here 

last month. Unlikely. 

17. CONTESTANT - Yet to place in three outings. Readily dismissed. 

Summary 

MAGIC VATI (11) was an impressive 3L winner over track and trip. Set to 

improve and rates a strong contender. HARLAN (2) ticks plenty of boxes with 

this drop in grade. Holds plenty of good form in this class and may give a bold 

show. SPRING STREET (6) is amongst the each-way contenders after a 1L 

third at this course and distance. TROILUS (1) delivered a close second in 

latest attempt. Might build on that effort and sneak a placing. 

Selections 

MAGIC VATI (11) - HARLAN (2) - SPRING STREET (6) - TROILUS (1)  
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Race 8 

1. SAFRAN - 12L defeat at this level before absence. Return to the AW could 

spark improvement. 

2. CANOEING - Two-time winner this campaign over longer distances. 

Inconsistent but has ability. 

3. STORMY MOUNTAIN - Down the field in a Bordeaux 1400m class 2 event 

three weeks ago. Has won on the AW. Interesting. 

4. SAUZON - Fair 5L third in a stronger Compiegne contest three weeks ago. 

Key contender. 

5. GRIEGOS - Consistent form since returning but needs more to be a factor. 

6. ROCK BLANC - Outclassed in a Listed 1800m contest here last month. 

Return to this level should see him in a better light. 

7. BOSIOH - Needs to improve on claiming victory form earlier this month. 

Others preferred. 

8. GELLHORN - Ran below expectations at Longchamp latest but holds each-

way claims on best form. 

9. YOUNG MAN - 1L runner-up in course and distance claimer earlier this 

month. Needs improvement. 

10. MY CHARMING PRINCE - Solid form at this level prior to disappointing 10L 

tenth at Longchamp. May bounce back. 

11. FIRST SIGHT - Dropping in class following 4L runner-up at Compiegne 

1600m last month. Go close. 

12. HAVE DANCER - Drops in distance after 4L sixth at Saint-Cloud 2000m 

last month. Step forward required. 

13. AMANI PICO - 11L ninth at this venue over 1800m earlier this month. Needs 

more to figure. 

14. MAKFILS - 3L fifth over course and distance at this level in September. 

Each-way option. 

15. AMMOBABY - 2L fifth in a 1400m Longchamp handicap at this level in 

September. Others preferred after absence. 
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16. SUAVE STORY - Won a Saint-Cloud claimer over this trip two starts back. 

Could be in the mix for a place. 

Summary 

FIRST SIGHT (11) shaped with plenty of promise when a 4L runner-up at 

Compiegne. Drops in class and represents a good opportunity to score this 

time. Go close. STORMY MOUNTAIN (3) was easily beaten in a Bordeaux 

class two. A return to this surface could help and rates an interesting runner. 

Each-way chance. ROCK BLANC (6) is set to improve dropping to this level. 

Do not discount. MAKFILS (14) finished 3L fifth over course and distance at this 

grade in September. Could deliver a placing. 

Selections 

FIRST SIGHT (11) - STORMY MOUNTAIN (3) - ROCK BLANC (6) - 

MAKFILS (14) 


